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There’s an Emmy Behind Every Leader Design
An Emmy is more than a trophy.
It is the hallmark behind our affirmation in
the creation of exceptional high value solutions
to enrich the rewarding entertainment experience.

Michael K. Leader
Emmy Award Winner
President & CEO
Leader D Cinema Systems, Inc
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ONE Introduction

Luxury Home Theaters

When the Grice Family decided to build a new luxury residence in the Vancouver suburb of Burnaby the
obvious choice was to contact Emmy Award winning Leader Cinema to provide a turnkey Screening
Room designed and built to exacting Hollywood professional studio standards.

Their son, aged 13, is a young member of the entertainment industry. Gordon has been involved in
numerous commercials, completed hundreds of voice-overs and has acted in feature movies and TV
productions. His parents decided on a Screening Room approach rather than a ‘media room” in order
to provide an important vehicle which would be available to both the family and the son’s colleagues in
“the biz”.

Music plays a vital role in this family. Therefore the Leader Hollywood Format(tm) theater design together
with optimized room acoustics brings all music events both live and recorded into the realm of music
industry superstars.
W-O-W is the only exclamation that will do! Now it’s: “Lights----Camera-----Action”!
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Features:

The Advanced Technologies

Leader Hollywood Format(tm) advanced

sound systems

Innovations in Digital Cinema featuring true studio reference grade levels of performance

3D Sound [Dolby, The Double D Logo, Dolby Atmos are the registered trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation]

3Dx(tm)
DCI Ready

Benefits:

Immersive sound dimensions to enhance Dolby Digital 5.1, 6.1,7.1 formats
Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC enables access to Hollywood DCP Studio Content
DCI pertains to the Digital Cinema projection system, colorimetry and security

The movie star experience(tm)
The sophistication of such systems optimizes each and every facet of the
technical aspects of these highly evolved systems and projects. The result
being often related to formula one racing where nothing is left to chance.
Leader Hollywood Format(tm) certification is your assurance of a professional
screening room created by Hollywood studio professionals, those same people
responsible for creating both the movies and technologies that entertains the
movie going public around the world.

Luxury Is:

Watching a movie like a star !
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TWO

The Project = Bespoke in Every Detail

2.0

CASE STUDY QUICK FACTS:

Room Area:

305 Sq Feet (approx 29 Sq Meters) Dedicated Theater / Screening Room

Budget and Time Frame:

$ 385,000 USD 18 months, overall installation 43 days, room acoustics designed by LEADER

Overall Sound System:

Weight 3960 LBS / 1.98 tons / 1800 Kgs Leader Hollywood Format(tm) certified
Main Speakers: 3 way active Left-Center-Right LHF(tm) Certified

3D and Surround Speaker arrays = 12 + 2 LF systems

Amplifiers: 12 Leader Studio Amplifiers, overall power 9000 Watts RMS
Surround Sound processing: Dolby ATMOS (tm) with Leader 3Dx(tm) processing and two (2) DXMS-24 digital speaker management systems
Subjective Sound Quality: Transparent, polished, sensual, hi-impact, immersive, multi-dimensional even before 3D sound!
Picture & Projection:

CURVED Screen image width: 12 feet / 144 inches / 3658mm | MicroPerforated
Screen Image height: 5feet / 60 inches / 1524 mm
Ideal Viewing Distance: 7.5 to 13.5 feet / 1.5 to 2.7H / 2286 to 4115 mm
Projector: 5200 Lumens calibrated to 4800 lumens | 2K Anamorphic | 3D
Server:

Ready for DCP Digital Cinema (DCI Compliant)
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Think of it as formula one racing where nothing is left to chance.

The Grice Home Theater
in
Hollywood North

The movie industry is based upon levels of technological sophistication that for the most part is not available to the
general public. Apart from the sound and projection systems, there are professional insider secrets in optimizing
each and every element to include calibration procedures, advanced room acoustics, operational details all of which
results in a degree of artistry in presentation to do justice to the full production of a motion picture. This experience
can not be attained in public cinemas mostly due to cost in achieving the superior levels of performance over
cinemas for the general public.

Emmy Award winning Leader Cinema Systems under the direction of Michael K. Leader, a Hollywood veteran and
much sought after designer of private cinemas and production studios, has for over 40 years enabled discerning clients
the ability to attain this same level of exclusivity. In the pages that follow, you will be introduced to some of the
secrets that forms the very foundation upon which compact studio grade screening rooms are designed and built.

Luxury is watching a movie like a star. Hollywood secrets are contained in each and every Leader system, let us now
make YOU the Star!
Leader Hollywood Format(tm) touches every facet of storytelling.......
dramatically different......unleashing your senses.
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THE THEATER
Gross:
Gross Width:
Gross Height:
Gross Area:

Raw room shell dims excluding all room interiors Gross Length: 21 ft 4 inches / 6502 mm
14 ft 4 ¼ inches / 4375 mm
11 ft 3 inches / 3429 mm
305 Sq Ft / 28.3 Sq Meters
Gross Volume: 3472 Cu Ft / 98. Cu Meters

Finished Room Net:
Note: Front Screen and Speaker wall depth overall allowance 32 inches / 813 mm
Theater Net Length:
17 ft 6 inches / 5334 mm
Net Width:
13 ft 5 ½ inches / 4102 mm
Theater Net Area:
235.4 Sq Ft / 21.9 Sq Meters
Net Volume:
2589 Cu Ft / 73.3 Cu Meters
Curved Screen Frame:

Length: 12 ft 4 inches / 3759 mm (Chord length)
Height: 5 ft 7 inches / 1702 mm

Viewing Distance to last row:
Viewing Distance X Picture Height:

Diagonal Image: 13 feet / 156 inches / 3962 mm

13 feet / 3962 mm
2.47 H (H=height of projected image)

Curved Screen

|<<<<<<<< 12 feet >>>>>>>> >|
3658mm

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<12 feet>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
3658 mm IMAGE WIDTH

|<<<<<<<<< 13’ 6” oa net width>>>>>>>>>|

+ 13 feet to screen / 3962 mm / 2.47 H

CinemaScope Image 2.39:1
actual image off screen
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2.1

THE PROJECT
BEHIND THE SCENES: CONSTRUCTION FRONT SCREEN and SPEAKER WALL SYSTEM

LEFT

CENTER

RIGHT

2.1 Main Speaker Mounting Brackets

2.2 Total Speaker Position Weight:
approx 850 lbs / 386 Kgs

Left Center Right Custom Brackets are bolted to concrete wall. Interior dry wall and stud system does not come into contact with the six (6)
mounting brackets or the speaker systems themselves. Therefore, no direct acoustical bass energy is coupled into any Interior Wall system.

|*************** ISOLATION ENCLOSURE**************

*** No physical contact between
brackets, back walland isolation enclosure

LEFT CHANNEL SOFFIT
NOTE: Toe in of 30°

2.3

** Isolated Brackets

CENTER CHANNEL
ISOLATED SPEAKER SYSTEM

2.4 Overall weight of entire center Channel: 266 Lbs
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2 π (Pi) Boundary Layer Wall System
No random energy from the speaker
systems enters the theater. The resulting
entire acoustical system amounts to more
than 3000 lbs / 1.5 tons / 1364 Kgs
See text pages: 14, 15, 16

2.5
Copyright Construction Image by Leader All World Rights Reserved

The multi-layered front wall system seals
the rear cavity from the theater. The speaker
systems are completely isolated from the wall
structure due to the application of a custom
pressure fit gasket system between the speaker
enclosures and front wall layer.

2.6

Copyright Construction Image by Leader All World Rights Reserved
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Sealed wall system showing Center and Right (toed in) Channels.
Tapping this wall sounds like tapping a boulder. Solid and nothing
“rings”.

2.7

The improvements in overall sound quality can not be matched
through the use of any overpriced exotic “black box” from the
consumer electronics industry. See Pages: 15 & 16 for detailed
electro-acoustical information.

Sound absorbent is applied to the entire front surface. This
eliminates any sound being reflected back into the audience
from the movie screen surface, although the screen is acoustically
perforated, in addition to any random energy being reflected back
through the screen to the boundary layer wall from the theater.
Illustrated here is the Center Channel treatment. The Right Channel
speaker system is seen in the background. Also illustrated is the
grey gasket system which insures physical and air tight isolation
between the boundary layer wall front surface and the speaker
enclosures.

2.8
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Nearing completion, the entire wall surface is now acoustically
soft, designed and an acoustical “sponge” to eliminate any
mid and hi frequency reflections.

2.9

2.10

<< temporary work surface

Black sound transparent fabric is applied over the entire face
of the wall. The Movie Screen being “perforated” for sound
allows the sound from the precision speaker systems to pass
through the screen. However, light passing through the screen
would otherwise be reflected back from a light surface. The
contrast ratio of the screen image would be affected due to
any reflected light. The black fabric absorbs any light and
retains a high contrast ratio.

2.11 The Completed LHF(tm)Theater
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THE COMPLETED 2π (Pi) BOUNDARY LAYER WALL SYSTEM

Image 2.12: Completed 2 π Boundary Layer wall with Black Light Block. This eliminates reflected light which would be reflected back to the screen.

.

Completed weight for all six (6) speaker systems and wall structure: 3280 Lbs / 1 64 tons / 1491 Kgs.
Overall wall depth: 28 inches / 712 mm

2π
2π

2π

CUSTOM ACOUSTICAL WALL PANELS>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
OA depth 6 inches / 152mm also conceals side wall speakers

Leader LHF 1800
VLF 18 inch system
LEFT

T10
T10
T2 0

T10
LHF 1800
CENTER

T20
T20
LHF 1800 RIGHT

LHF Low Frequency Enclosures 1800 covers the range between 20 to 85 Hz. See pages: 20, 21, 26, 27 28, 29 for technical data
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The Wall and the Complex Secret to Superlative Sound.........Unbounded Contrast, Space and Fidelity
The wall’s mass weighs in at around 2150 lbs / 1.1 Tons / 977 Kgs. Together with the entire speaker array, the resulting acoustical Leader
Hollywood Format(tm) system tips the scales at 3250 Lbs / 1.625 Tons / 1477 Kgs......just slightly more than a Lamborghini Huracan (1422 Kgs)
or half the weight of a Rolls Royce, LHF(tm) always being in good company of course!
The specialized speaker systems are designed to be operated and loaded in ½ space or 2π. This is in relationship to the surface of a sphere or 4π
space. Traditional approaches to sound playback using free standing speakers below 200 Hz (upper end of mid-bass to mid range frequencies) all
speakers begin to radiate sound in all directions. This most undesirable as random low frequency bass energy is reflected and delayed as it travels
toward the listener. Areas beside the speaker system or behind it also create time / phase shifts due to random reflections which smears the potential
quality of the bass response. Creating a boundary layer wall system as illustrated in Images 2.1 to 2.12 eliminates all random energy from entering
the primary listening space. The benefit is clarity of musical bass content across the critical bass range from 25 to 150 Hz or 2.5 octaves.

In

plain language, such systems are referred to as being soffit mounted. Examples of soffit mounted speaker systems in world class installations:

2.13

2.14

2.15

Image Copyright Leader Cinema

Image Courtesy: Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences

Image Copyright Leader Cinema

Soffit Mounted Precision Monitoring System in a major

The Samuel Goldwyn 1100 seat Theater at the Academy

Movie Mogul Home Theater

Massive soffit mounted speaker array (1650 Lbs / 750 Kgs) resulting

international world renowned studio. Vrtacic/Leader

of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Beverly Hills, home

in an acoustical system weighing 15,000 Lbs / 7.5 Tons / 6818 Kgs

design and project collaboration.

of the Oscars (tm). Five Screen Channels with 8 sub-

Professional class home theater. LHF certified. $ 1 million price

Woofers / LFE Channel. (not a Leader project)

range. Leader LHF Turnkey Project. Case study at leadercinema.com

The resulting smoothness in low frequency response provides smooth response down to the deepest bass frequencies. As the reader will appreciate, this
technique necessitates extensive expertise in both acoustical design and construction techniques. This may be realized in Images 2.1 to 2.4 which illustrates
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the exhaustive techniques to completely isolate the speaker system from any interior wall system. This degree of smooth response can not be achieved
through equalization. Physics comes first....and this is the first requirement to optimize the overall acoustical performance.
Speaker Positioning and “Toe In”
The preservation of the two channel stereo left-right image is of primary concern. This applies to both 2 channel stereo music and multi channel sound in
cinema across all sound formats from 5.1 through to Dolby ATMOS, Auro 3D and Iosono. The Toe In of the Left and Right arrays results in small to medium
room installations in a subtended listening angle of 60° at the so called “Prime Listening Position”. However, as the most advanced speaker systems have
controlled horizontal and vertical dispersion patterns, which provides for stable on and off-axis frequency response, the resulting balanced acoustical power
distribution across the horizontal width results in a sonically wide sound stage which appears to reach out beyond the Left and Right speaker systems. This
“Toe In” also reduces the amount of undesirable splash or acoustical reflections from walls....which ideally are acoustically treated. A well designed two
channel playback system will indeed take on the sense of three dimensional space, yes indeed an impossibility given only two front speakers, but this is where
things ideally start.
A review of the summed or combined response of the two Left and Right speaker arrays as illustrated in Figures 3.2 A to K will graphically illustrate the
results. The controlled Q or Directivity Index (Di) of the speaker system is not at all well covered in specification sheets for both home speaker systems
or smaller monitors for studio use. The importance is that with stable controlled response, the sound intensity at the listening position(s) must remain
constant as a signal (any sound or effect) moves across from the Left to the Right, and now with a Center speaker position this acoustical signature also
should remain as close as identical as possible. Figures 3.2 D and G prove this to be true due to near identical measure response.

Image Courtesy: The Academy of Television Arts & Sciences

Image Courtesy: The Academy of Television Arts & Sciences

Large Scale Soffit Mounted Five Screen Channels at the home of the “EMMY’S” at The Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
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2.2 THE PROJECT

BEHIND THE SCENES:

SURROUND CHANNELS and ROOM ACOUSTICS

2.17 CinemaScope

2.16

Sized Screen

One of six ceiling Leader 3Dx(tm) speaker systems to support DolbyATMOS (tm). Leader 3Dx contains a total of nine (9) ceiling positions
in addition to proprietary side and rear wall speaker arrays.
2.18

2.19
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SURROUND ARRAYS:

LEADER 3Dx(tm)

and

Dolby ATMOS (tm)

Leader Hollywood Format(tm) systems support all professional sound formats to include 3D sound provided by Dolby ATMOS(tm) and AURO 3D formats.
Leader 3Dx(tm) together with 17 speaker channels / positions enables a dimension that simulates all 3D sound formats. When applied to 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1
“Surround Sound” formats the audience is immersed within a diffusive sound field........one that is far more expansive and spacious than, well...”ordinary”
surround sound.
Due to the proprietary nature of the Leader 3Dx(tm) speaker array to include the details of Dolby ATMOS(tm), specific speaker positioning and directivity factors
can not be included in this document. What we are able to provide is the following technical data:
Total Number of Speaker Positions:
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Amplifier Channels: 17
UM 802 Ceiling Speakers and Dedicated Amplifier Channels: 9 (Image 2.16 Leader UM 802 Studio Monitor, 9 units)
Side and Rear wall Speaker and Amplifier positions: 6
RS 1500-6.4-29 SD LF Enclosures “Surround Channels Low Frequency Extension”: positions / amplifier channels: 2
Speaker Management and delays: Leader DXMS 24 processor (See Pages: 30, 31)
Amplifier Power:

Ceiling 9 channels

@ 150 Watts RMS x 9 = 1350 watts Average

Side & Rear Walls 6 channels @ 150 Watts RMS x 6 = 900 watts Average
LF Extension

@ 400 watts RMS x 2 =

800 watts Average

TOTAL AVERAGE POWER (RMS) to ALL SURROUND CHANNELS: 3050 watts @ 8 Ohms
Power Bandwidth of full Surround Array:

25 to 15,000 Hz (Modified X Curve to LHF Criteria above 1.8 KHz)

Max SPL (calibrated) of entire Surround Array:

118 dB SPL (not including 8 dB of Headroom) [safe operating level to 126 dB SPL]

Ceiling Speaker Systems: Leader USM 802 8 inch 2 way studio monitors Nine Systems with 9 amplifier channels with dedicated delays and EQ per channel
Side Wall and Rear Wall Speaker Systems: Specialized custom Constant Directivity Speaker Arrays (6) six systems with dedicated amplifier EQ and delay channels
Low Frequency Extension SURROUND Channels: 2 specialized 15 inch “Sub Woofer” enclosures ( 7 cu ft each) @ 400 Watts RMS / 8 Ohms (Average) per channel.
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<<<<<<< HVAC is positioned along side walls

Side Wall Fabric Panels oa thickness 6 inches / 152 mm conceals
3Dx (tm) and Dolby ATMOS (tm) side wall surround speakers. In
addition, acoustical treatment eliminates reflections from
returning to the listening space. Mid bass absorption is included.
Image: 2.20
PROJECTOR

Rear Wall as in 2.17
conceals speakers
and acoustical materials

Image: 2.21
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Three

Leader Hollywood Format Sound System Technical Data
Main Screen Channels Left-Center-Right (full range)
Three (3) way active using digital crossovers and speaker management system
Constant Directivity Design for Mid and Hi-Frequencies = stable off axis response resulting in a stable and wide sound stage
Usable power response per Screen Channel: 22 to 18,000 Hz Designed to be used in ½ to ¼ or 1/8 Space loading
Maximum Output per channel:

Low Frequency 18 inch Enclosure 20 Hz to 85 Hz = 124.5 dB SPL avg / 132 dB SPL Peak
Mid bass to Hi Frequency Enclosure 45 Hz to 18,000 Hz = 118 dB SPL avg / 124 dB SPL Peak

Amplifier Power per channel:

Low Frequency LHF 1800 enclosure: 1800 Watts Average @ 8 Ohms
Mid Bass / Mid Range: 800 Watts Average @ 6.3 Ohms
High Frequency Section: 500 Watts Average @ 8 Ohms

LFE Channel (incorrectly referred to as sub-woofer channel)
Three (3) each LHF 1800 18 inch VLF enclosures, as per L-C-R Channels
Power Bandwidth: 20 to 85 Hz
Processing: Dedicated equalization and delays to each of the three enclosures via Leader Cinema DXMS-24 Speaker Management System
LFE Channel Amplifier Power:

5400 Watts Average / 8 Ohms

(1800 watts to each LHF 1800 enclosure)

Acoustical Output LFE Channel: 131 Acoustic Watts (not electrical amplifier watts)
133 dB SPL Average / Continuous
139 dB SPL X Max peak
Final Installation calibrated peak output: 128 dB SPL
Final Installation calibrated continuous program capability: 118 dB SPL Bandwidth 25 to 90 Hz overall
Power Compression over 120 seconds: 0 dB (no power compression)
Amplifier Power ALL Channels: 9,400 Watts Average
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3.1 MAIN SCREEN CHANNEL SPEAKER SYSTEMS

Leader Cinema 1202-4.5-35 FF Center Channel
Weight Each: 143 Lbs / 65 Kgs

Leader Cinema 1202-4.5-35 Ti Right & Left Channels
Weight Each: 148 Lbs / 67.2 Kgs

Illustrated at left Leader LHF 1800-9-24 SD Low Frequency Enclosure
Enclosure weight each: 238 Lbs / 108 Kgs

Total Speaker Weight for six (6) enclosures: 1155 Lbs / 525 Kgs
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3.2

Specifications for 1202-4.5-35 Enclosures:

A

B

C

Polar Diagrams and Beamwidth Data for 1202 Studio Monitor System
It can be seen from the Polar Diagrams that the off axis response provides consistent coverage angle out to 90 degrees +/- 45 degrees. This means that the frequency
response is stable across the 90 degree horizontal coverage angle. This is due to the application of advanced wave guide techniques including a specialized 1.5 inch /
38 mm diaphragm Mid Frequency – Hi Frequency driver operating above 1500 Hz.
Note the uniformity in horizontal coverage above the crossover frequency of 1500 Hz. The axial Frequency Response on the 90 x90 degree conical wave guide and
driver combination is in close correspondence to the drivers power response above 1000 Hz. Viewed for a different perspective, unlike naked dome drivers which
results in a rising Di (Directivity Index) as the frequency rises the coverage angle narrows, decreasing the ability to accurately image when using two enclosures in a
stereo pair. The consistent Power Response illustrated relates to the 1202 Mid and HF coverage across the 90 degree coverage angle in having smooth and constant
frequency response both “on axis at 0 degrees” and also “off axis” to +/- 45 degrees (90 degrees overall). The transition at 1500 Hz (crossover) to the mid-bass /
MF 12 inch woofer is a precise match in horizontal coverage. The small dip to 70 degrees vertical at 1500 Hz is of minor consequence in the vertical coverage, and
covers less than an octave and is further illustrated in the Polar Diagram at 17 degrees and 18 degrees respectively. In highly critical applications where the vertical
coverage dips at the ears of the mixing engineer, the dip may be shifted +/- 10 degrees overall using the time delay offsets in either the DXO or DXMS Digital Speaker
Management System.
It has long been said, and overused, that frequency response is the most critical aspect in speaker design. However, this hackneyed comment is based on “on axis”
measurements and does not include the all important radiation across the vertical and horizontal. In order to achieve the much desired stable response, both physical
and electrical elements are required. Only “active” bi-amplified speaker arrays to include absolute precision in time alignment between the elements will establish
the level of performance illustrated in Polar Chart A, where 16000 Hz is within 2dB off axis with 4000 Hz at 45 degrees. Noting also in Polar A is the crossover frequency
polar plot at 1500 Hz (crossover frequency). 1.5kHz is within 1 dB of 4kHz at 45 degrees and 16 kHz is down only another 1 dB....a remarkable achievement.
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Beamwidth data is shown for the 1202 FF & Ti

Electro Acoustic Specifications

Long term average power handling:
10 millisecond peak power handling:
Frequency Response @ -3dB 2pi:
Crossover Frequency and slope:
Phase Variation 300 to 3000 Hz:
HF Directivity Index and Dispersion:
½ space reference efficiency:
Peak SPL output :
Average SPL output (safe operating):
System Tuning:
Enclosure Weight:

12 inch / 304mm Mid Bass – Mid Range : 350 watts
HF Driver: 25 Watts
Mid Bass – Mid range: 1200 watts PK each
HF Driver: 240 Watts PK
28 Hz to 18 kHz (X curve weighting)
1.5 kHz 24 dB / Octave / Active
Digitally variable
12.6 dB / 90 x 90 degrees conical
4.2%
128 dB SPL max peak
116 dB SPL (6.3 Acoustic Watts)
35 Hz B4
143 Lbs / 65 Kgs

+ indicates the vertical dip at crossover also illustrated in Polar C vertical.
The dip is adjustable using the delay functions in the DXMS - 24

CENTER CHANNEL

ABSOLUTE IN SITU MEASUREMENTS ( all channels measured with micro-perforated screen in place )

ABSOLUTE SPL in dB

Figure: D
ON AXIS @ 117.5 inches / 2984.5 mm
ON AXIS
00.9 b
1K
60.3
5 dB Per Division
1.25K 61.6
1.6K
62.5
................................60 dB SPL ……………………………………… 2K
61.4
2.5K
61.6
16K 3.15K 62.5
4K
62.5
5K
60.9
ON AXIS
Fig D
6.3K
61.7
8K
60.4
45 Degree Superb Off Axis Performance, see Fig. G
10 K
60.1
12.5 K 61.1
16 K
59.7

Figure: G
@45 Degrees
58.5
59.9
57.6
58.6
57.3
59
59.9
59.2
59
57.4
56.3
56.9
53.1

OFF AXIS ∆ Delta

Figure: G
Degrees dB
- 1.8
-1.7
-4.9
5 dB Per Division
-2.8
-4.3
-3.5
-2.3
- 1.7
-2.7
-3
-3.8
Fig G
-4.2
45 Degrees off Axis Screen in Place
-6.6

@45
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CENTER CHANNEL

ABSOLUTE IN SITU MEASUREMENTS ( all channels measured with micro-perforated screen in place )

5 dB per division

5 dB per division

16 K

5 dB per division

16K

E

F

ON AXIS = Hatching
Black = 20° Off Axis
Almost no change

ON AXIS = Hatching
Black = 30° Off Axis
10kHz down 2 dB

16K

G (as page 23)
ON AXIS = Hatching
Black = 45° Off Axis
10kHz down 4 dB
Better than -6dB at 45°

It may be observed from the on-axis and off axis data, that the 1202 Mid & High frequency system provides superb and highly intelligible sound
to 45 degrees off axis. At 30 degrees off axis from the Center Channel the power response remains constant across the width of the screening
room. It is interesting to note at 45 degrees off axis the improvement in performance when referenced to the polar and beam width data.
This is due to the “squaring up” of the energy as the screens perforations each behave as a source. The flat profile of the 90 x 90 degree Wave
Guide enables the face of the Center Channel speaker system to be in close isolated contact with the screens surface.

<<<<<<<<<<<<< Leader Acoustic Labs 9090 small format Wave Guide with Driver
Note that the wave guide enclosure eliminates air turbulence and pressure created
by the 12 inch mid-bass / mid range driver acting upon the HF section.
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PRECISION MATCHING OF CHANNELS
LEFT and RIGHT SUM RESPONSE
ABSOLUTE IN SITU MEASUREMENTS ( all channels measured with micro-perforated screen in place )
HATCHING: Right Channel Only On Axis
BLACK:
Left Channel Only On Axis

RIGHT CHANNEL: ON AXIS
Better than +/- 1 dB to 12.5 kHz 16kHz down only 2 dB

NOTE: Precision match between L & R
Overall match better than 1 dB !!

5 dB per division

16K

G

HATCHING: RIGHT CHANNEL ONLY
BLACK:
SUM L+R 5 to 6 dB increase is correct

16 K

I

HATCHING: Right Channel Only
BLACK:
L+R ∑ channel, level matched

Note: The XX in the SUM level between 6.3 to 12.5 kHz, is
due to slight positioning errors in positioning of microphone.
See NOTE**
XXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXX

J

K

It may be observed that the precise level and phase matching between the Left and Right channels results in the identical sonic
signature with the Center Channel. As sounds move across the screen between the Left through the Center and then on to the
Right the same sound balance is retained. Figure D (Center on axis) and Figure I (on axis either Left or Right Channel) are virtually
identical resulting in an exceptionally and highly refined level of stable sound performance and imaging.
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NOTE ** The Summed Left + Right response shown in Figures J and K Illustrates the precise timing at 1500 Hz crossover frequency,
together with the Channel to Channel ideal match in frequency response. As seen in Figure G the response is almost identical
in both the Left and Right Channels. Figure K illustrates the minute errors due to the small wavelengths (eg: 8kHz = 1.75
inches / 43 mm) which makes physical microphone positioning difficult. Errors of a few millimeters will result in
minute errors as illustrated. Given our heads separate our ears by approximately 8 to 9 inches / 203 to 229 mm, the
HRTF (Head Related Transfer Functions) causes larger errors than those shown here.
This ideal sum response is responsible for the exceptional accuracy in Stereo 2 channel imaging in addition to an ideal match
with the Center Channel On axis and Off axis response. Averaged, between 1kHz to 6.3 kHz, the match is within 00.4 dB, between
8K to 12.5 K the match is 00.78 dB. This necessitates vast expertise and extensive experience in establishing this level of refinement.
On site, instrumentation and time is the key to success.

EFFECTIVE STEREO Left/Right Image Width:

15 feet / 4572 mm Referenced to -6dB @ 45 degrees
Exceptionally wide L/R “stereo” panorama, together with pin-point imaging due to accuracy in L+R Sum Response.
The dramatic improvement in this expansive sound stage is effectively wider than the room. This advanced technique
establishes even greater dimensions to multi-channel movie sound tracks.

3.3 LOW FREQUENCY SYSTEMS for EACH 3 WAY SCREEN CHANNEL: LHF 1800-9-24 SD (three systems)
The three Main Screen Channels operate as full range full power systems down to 20 Hz. Music across many genres contains low frequency elements
reaching down to 25Hz. Consequently all Leader Hollywood Format(tm) Systems both created for studio or home applications are ideally suited for
supreme music playback and commanding Hollywood movies action packed with intergalactic sound tracks!
Movie sound tracks contain elements that reach down to 30Hz and lower in a Screen Channel. While the majority of public movie theaters across
the world have their main screen speakers rolling off (reducing energy) below 40 Hz (also a cost issue), Movie Studio Dubbing Stages to include
the Samuel Goldwyn Theater located at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences have systems that operate flat to 31.5 Hz in all Main Screen
Channels....or lower, in terms of extended frequency response. This amounts to almost a full octave of critical information that is not reproduced in a
public cinema. LHF(tm) insures that everything is reproduced with precision and impact. In terms of two channel music, particularly on acoustical
recordings for full symphonic works, chamber music and big bands.......the audience actually feels the room “breathe” and this even at a whisper!
To achieve this degree of exalted performance, specific details are met:
1. No power compression up to maximum operating level which is greater than peak cinema level.
2. Extend operating power bandwidth to 26 Hz (room dependent)
3. Allow for 10 dB of mechanical headroom in the woofer system below X max to arrive at maximum operating level (lots of safety headroom)
4. Ideal acoustical power match between LF and Mid Bass Systems to provide a smooth transition from VLF to Mid Bass
5. Optimize phase and time alignment between VLF and Mid Bass Sections
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Why Optimize Down To 25 Hz?
The Last Word on the Importance of the 25 to 80 Hz Band, or 1.5 Octaves
It is generally accepted that the overall frequency response of a playback system range between 20 to 20,000 Hz. While
extended high frequency response to 20 kHz and beyond is sought after by hi-fi aficionados, in actual fact, only harmonics
exist in music beyond 8000 Hz. Male human speech contains elements that extend to 12,000 Hz. Equally important to
the musical experience, harmonics extend to 16, kHz for the 2nd, 24 kHz for the 3rd and so on, however at decreasing
level.
These harmonics combine in a complex fashion, again at reduced level. So imagine a fundamental frequency of
4000 Hz and another at 5000 Hz. The 2nd harmonics for both becomes 8 K and 10 K respectively.....the difference between
them is 2000 Hz.....easily discerned and while at low level, these important harmonics blend in and is responsible for the
“contrast” and texture in live music and the recorded and reproduced event.
In the range between 25 to 80 Hz, a significant proportion of fundamental frequencies exist. Their harmonics extend
easily into the mid bass band and low mid range. The 4th harmonic of 80 Hz being 320 Hz (the low range for voice)
will easily create “sum” harmonics which again contribute to the overall texture as in the example above. Every 10 Hz
of bass resolution in the 25 to 50 Hz band serves as a foundation for the 50 to 200 Hz range. Put another way, the octave
between 30 to 60 Hz might be “only” 30 Hz......but this 30 Hz represents an entire octave made up of 8 Tones. It
makes up almost 12 % of the musical spectrum equivalent to the full octave between 8000 to 16,000 Hz.
The lowest note on a piano: Key No. 1 or A0 is 27.5 Hz
Key 2, or A# is 29.13 Hz
Key 3, or B0 is 30.8 Hz
Key 4, or C1 is 32.7 Hz
Key 5, or C# is 34.6 Hz
Key 6, or D1 is 36.7 Hz
Key 7, or D#1is 38.8 Hz
It is obvious, that, to fulfill a faithful reproduction of a piano alone, a speaker system must have the capability of
reproducing down to at least 30 Hz and lower at an acoustical power level which will satisfy the musical balance and
impact experienced in a live performance. Given the human ears lack of sensitivity as the spectrum decreases in pitch,
this places large demands on a speakers cone movement, hence, systems become large to satisfy the power requirements
discussed above at realistic “volume” levels.
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<<<<<<<<<<<<Temporary Test Screen>>>>>>>>>>>>>
|<<<<<<<<<<<<<<WIDTH OF 12 Ft / 3658mm CURVED SCREEN>>>>>>>>>>>>>>|

T20
LHF 1800 Left

LHF 1800 Center

Loading Q8 SPL+9dB

Loading Q4 SPL +6 dB

T20
T20

LHF 1800 Right
Loading Q8 SPL +9dB

Installation Phase
Illustrating three VLF Low Frequency Enclosures with three Leader Type 20 power amplifiers

SPECIFICATIONS for a SINGLE LHF 1800-9-24SD
126
Woofer:
18 inch / 4 inch Voice Coil
ANSI/EIA Power Handling: 600 watts @ 5.9 Ω
Test Voltage:
59.5 V RMS / 119 Volts Peak
Peak Power:
2400 Watts / Continuous 1000 Watts
Reference Efficiency:
3.4% (1/2 space 2π)
Acoustic Output:
20 Acoustic Watts (not amplifier watts)
Distortion:
< 1.2% below 100 Hz
System Tuning:
B6 @ 25 Hz
Output SPL Reference ½ space (2π) Q=2: Continuous 125 dB SPL
Max Peak 131 dB SPL
Enclosure Weight:
238 Lbs / 108 Kgs each
Enclosure Volume:
11.31 Cu Ft / 320 Liters

5 dB per division

CORNER LOADING
121

20

25

Hz
Single Enclosure Response Flat to 25 Hz @ 126 dB SPL
Usable Response down to 20 Hz at 121dB SPL
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SPECIFICATION for LFE LOW FREQUENCY EFFECTS CHANNEL 3 x LHF 1800-9-24 SD ENCLOSURES
3 x 18 inch VLF woofers as per above:
4 inch Voice Coils
LFE System Power Handling long term average (RMS):
1800 watts
Peak Power:
7200 Watts / Continuous 3000 Watts
Half Space Reference Efficiency:
7.25%
Output in Acoustic Watts:
130.5 Acoustic Watts (not amplifier electrical watts)
LFE System Output including room loading (calculated): 143 dB SPL safe peak operating level
Final Calibrated Max SPL Peak:
132 dB SPL Zero Power Compression
Average Max Elevated Program Level above cinema level: 118 to 122 dB SPL Zero Power Compression
Time Alignment and independent EQ per enclosure in LHF Channel established within the DXMS-24 Processor (Page 30,31)
Overall weight of three 1800 enclosures:
714 Lbs / 325 Kgs
Enclosure(s) total volume:
34 Cu Ft / 963 Liters

5 dB per division Range: 20 dB
______ 130 dB SPL_____________________
- 1dB
- 4 dB

- 8 dB
DXMS-24 LHF Digital Speaker Management System
16

20
Hz

25

Measurement at prime viewing position at 1.75H or 8.75 ft / 2.67 meters
Note usable performance to 20 Hz down 4 dB

NOTE: Each individual 1800 enclosure operates as a dedicated system assigned to a channel, such as Left Channel. As such, full range operation between 20 to
20,000 Hz is the result. No “Left” low frequency signal appears in either the Center or Right Channel. The same holds true for each Main Screen
Channel. The .1 LFE Channel is directed to the combined three 1800 enclosures and their dedicated amplifiers via the DXMS-24 Processor. Each T20
amplifier receives an optimized signal to include equalization and time delays associated only with the LFE Channel. The time offsets and EQ are
independent of a dedicated screen channel which in turn are processed independently of the LFE signal stream. The headroom capabilities using this
Leader technique provides a degree of bass purity and robustness that can not be matched through an independent “sub-woofer” system. Unbounded
accuracy ..........senses unleashed.
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3.4 DXMS – 24 Leader Cinema Systems Digital Audio Platform
21st Century systems necessitate innovative methods to manage, control, optimize and verify while providing transparent signal purity to
the pristine audio quality present in all source materials. Building upon 5.1, 6.1, 7.1 to 11.2 Digital Surround Systems for Cinema where
in excess of 15 output channels for a 6.1 system are required in addition to 32 input channels to enable the seamless integration of
dedicated external “Auxiliary” sources......the Leader DXMS – 24 mainframe becomes the traffic cop nerve center of all Leader
Hollywood Format(tm) systems.

Two Leader DXMS-24 Systems providing a total of 48 Input/
Output Channels. A typical application includes:
Outputs to Main Screen L-C-R Channels: 9
Outputs to All Surround Channels:
14
Cinema and ATMOS(R) Inputs:
Karaoke Music L/R Backing Tracks:
Microphone Mixer to Center:
Reverb Return to Surrounds:
Auxiliary Inputs to Left Right Front:
to L/R Surrounds

16
2
1
2
2
2

DXMS Functions:
Sophisticated Digital Speaker Management System providing: Linear Phase Crossover, Time Delay, Equalization,
Parametric Equalization, Level Matching, Limiter,
Summing & Routing for Special LFE Channel,
Alternate memory settings for Music, Cinema,
Game and Live Applications
Input Optimization for Music and Cinema: Optimized Room Balance for critical Music Playback
Selectable “ABSOLUTE POLARITY” to compensate for reversed
content such as CD’s, DVD’s, BluRay or any 2 channel source
Input Summing Network:

Provides dedicated non-interference between input groups. CINEMA is a direct path to
the outputs. Karaoke mode bypasses the DOLBY Cinema processor thereby establishing
optimized studio quality sound and vocals directly to all speaker channels. Auxiliary L/R
inputs also feed directly to the output channels again bypassing the Dolby Processor. All
inputs have optimized transparent “straight through” signal path from any external device
to the fully calibrated Main Left and Right Speaker systems.
The resulting simplicity establishes a degree of operational ease while affording unparallel
sound and reliability.
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Rear Panel of DXMS – 24 Management System
Options Include: Digital and Analog Inputs
Digital and Analog Outputs
Word Clock input
Transformer balanced in/outs

DXMS Configurations for Premium Screening Room, Post Production, Theater, Studios and Residential Theater Systems:
DXMS – xx/A
DXMS – xx/B
DXMS – xx/C
DXMS – xx/DB
DXMS –xx/DX
DXMS – xx/LL
DXMS –xx/DMC
DXMS-xx/ DMCT
DXMS-xx/DOB
DXMS-xx/DOX

Transformerless Balanced Analog Inputs, Analog Outputs
Transformer Isolated Inputs, Active outputs
Transformer Isolated Inputs and Outputs
Digital inputs: AES/EBU on BNC connectors
Digital inputs: AES/EBU on XLR connectors
Analog outputs, Transformer, peak output level + 32 dBm
Digital Multi Channel flagged inputs
Digital Transformer input version of DMC
Digital outputs BNC connectors
Digital outputs XLR connectors

Configurations may also be “split” to offer both Digital in/outs and Analog in/outs in groups of 4

The DXMS is not sold as a single unit, and is only available when incorporated into a Leader Hollywood Format System.
Contact the factory for system configuration and prices. As a guide, one DXMS as applied in this project is $ 16,480 USD
DXMS – 4 x 4/A
$
DXMS – 12 x 12/A
$ 16,840
Typical DXMS Front Panel

DXMS – 12 x 12/LL
DXMS - 12 x 12/C

$
$

DXO 4.8

$
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Exceptional Intuitive Operational Flexibility
Auxiliary Input Panel conveniently provides immediate access to all speaker
channels, being L-C-R and the Left and Right Surround Arrays. These are
direct “hot” inputs. If the power in on...then its a GO without having to
switch or select any input on the systems Input Selector as would be the case
in a typical home style systems. The inputs are routed to the DXMS. Each
is optimized in level matching to insure ideal balance throughout the system.
A myriad of applications include: Musical instruments such as keyboards,
guitars, mixers, computer audio, karaoke music tracks and separate mics.
Professional XLR 3 pin connectors and balanced signals eliminate hum and
noise. Connections are also provided for typical RCA jacks and 3.5 mm
GREEN button turns on the entire system in sequence

--Direct auxiliary video inputs to both the projector and
the systems video-audio routing system. 15 pin VGA
feeds the projector directly with alternate HDMI feeds
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FOUR

The Picture, The Screen, The Projector, The Sources
WOW......That’s what an exhilarating movie experience is all about. From the invisible immersive dimensions
of three dimensional intergalactic 3D sound space which provides the powerful magic carpet upon which all
our visceral emotions are based, the eye candy picture fidelity and power with vibrant color and superlative
clarity and detail faithfully delivers the directors’ magic to your screen......wow!

+ Last Row 13 Feet 3962 mm to Screen
Viewing Distance 2.47 H (H=image height)
Theater as seen from door way. Rae Ramsay from
Leader Cinema provides a visual scale reference.

SCREEN: Curved MicroPerforated Made In USA
Image Width: 12 Feet / 3658 mm
Image Diag: 13 Feet / 3962 mm

COMPITABLE VIDEO PROGRAM SOURCES:
HD STUDIO QUALITY: HD CAM, D5,
CONSUMER: BluRay, HDTV off air, Netflix,
DVD, Computers, iPad,
APPLEtv..etc

PROJECTOR : Studio calibrated colorimetry
Brightness: 4800 Lumens
Automated Anamorphic Projection
2K with HD-SDI inputs, HDMI, VGA
3D Projection
Project is DCI-Cinema Ready only
requires a change in projector with the
addition of D Cinema Server and related
computer interfaces.
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For additional information and to learn more about special insider Hollywood Secrets contact:
Leader entertainment group
A division of:
Leader Digital Cinema Systems, Inc
Los Angeles, Burbank, Vancouver, Brussels, Abu Dhabi, Shanghai

www.leadercinema.com
mleader@leadercinema.com
LinkedIN: http://linkd.in/1AVylSc

Voice: 213.359.8129

